When and how hippocampal neuronal ensembles first organize to support encoding and consolidation of memory episodes, a critical cognitive function of the brain, are unknown. We recorded electrophysiological activity from large ensembles of hippocampal neurons starting on the first day after eye opening as naïve rats navigated linear environments and slept. We found a gradual age-dependent, navigational experience-independent assembly of preconfigured trajectory-like sequences from persistent, location-depicting ensembles during postnatal week 3. Adult-like compressed binding of adjacent locations into trajectories during navigation and their navigational experience-dependent replay during sleep emerged in concert from spontaneous preconfigured sequences only during early postnatal week 4. Our findings reveal ethologically relevant distinct phases in the development of hippocampal preconfigured and experience-dependent sequential patterns thought to be important for episodic memory formation.
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T he hippocampus is crucial for relational binding of spatial locations and events into spatial-mental trajectories and memory episodes (1) (2) (3) . The rapid encoding and consolidation of sequential spatial experiences into memory episodes are achieved by representation of such trajectories within time-compressed hippocampal neuronal sequences during sleep or rest preceding (4) and following (5) novel experiences. The hippocampus undergoes a developmental critical period and functionally matures around postnatal day 24 (P24) (6, 7) . However, when and how hippocampal neuronal ensemble patterns of activity across different brain states underlying the encoding and consolidation of episodic-like memory develop, along with their dependence on intrinsic developmental programs and/or prior structured experience, have remained unknown. This is largely due to the difficulty of simultaneously recording electrophysiological activity from sufficient numbers of neurons in freely behaving developing animals (8, 9) .
Previous studies of sensory-motor brain areas have mapped how neuronal activity before and after experience (10) relates to the development of synaptic connectivity (11) and plasticity (12) . However, the hippocampus does not directly respond to external stimuli of a single sensory modality (13) ; it integrates multimodal sensory and locomotor information across different brain states during navigation, awake rest, and sleep and expresses such information within compressed temporal neuronal sequences (5, 14, 15) . Furthermore, episodic memory, thought to depend on the maturation of the hippocampal network, develops after sensory-motor systems appear sufficiently operational. Finally, structural maturation of the hippocampal formation is controlled by intrinsic signals from the stellate cells of the entorhinal cortex (16) . These differences between the hippocampus and the sensorymotor systems further emphasize the need to understand the developmental stages of episodiclike memory function within the hippocampus.
We recorded electrophysiological activity of large ensembles of dorsal CA1 hippocampal neurons (up to 67 neurons) from 19 2-to 3-weekold freely behaving rats during~30 min of their first ever (de novo) exploration of a 1-m linear track (i.e., the first-time run, which we refer to as Day1Run). We also recorded the preceding and following~90-min-long sleep sessions (i.e., Pre-Run and Post-Run sleep) and awake rest epochs (awake rest) on the track (Fig. 1A) . Fourteen animals reexplored the linear track on the same day (i.e., Day1Run2). On the following day, all animals reexplored the same linear track (Day2Run), and this run session was flanked by sleep sessions (Fig. 1A) . Our recordings started from P15 (table S1) and included two of the previously proposed developmental landmarks corresponding to the maturation of individual CA1 place cells (on P17) and of the upstream entorhinal cortical grid cells (on P21) (8, 9, 17) . The recordings of de novo run and associated sleep and rest during development were extended until P24, an age when individual hippocampal and entorhinal neuronal activities become adult-like (8, 9, 17) . We also recorded the activity of dorsal CA1 hippocampal neurons in three adult rats (age~90 days) that were undergoing a similar experimental protocol (see materials and methods).
Two movable 32-channel lightweight Neuronexus silicon octatrodes (Fig. 1 , B and C) were implanted bilaterally into the hippocampus of experimentally naïve developing rats, yielding a total of 1763 single neurons for recordings on days 1 and 2 (Fig. 1, D and E) . The P15 to P24 (P15-P24) animals explored the linear track in full laps and at similar velocities and angular head movement across ages (Fig. 1, F and G, and fig.  S1 , A to D). Place fields during run were computed for each individual putative pyramidal cell as described previously for adult rats (15) . The P15-P24 developing animals were grouped into nonoverlapping age groups of two consecutive days (three to five animals per group), from P15-P16 to P23-P24 (Fig. 1H) .
We observed an improvement with age in the metrics of spatial tuning (i.e., spatial information and place field stability within a run session) of individual place cells (Fig. 1H and  fig. S2, A and B) . We used a memoryless Bayesian decoder to predict the instantaneous location of an animal based on population neuronal spike trains. Despite the age-dependent increase in spatial tuning at the individual neuronal level, the decoding of animal location along its trajectory during a run was accurate as early as P15 ( Fig. 1I and fig. S2C ). The error in decoding location reduced with development, from~10% track length at P15-P16 to~5% at P23-P24 and adulthood. For all ages, the accuracy of neuronal ensembles to predict the current location of the animal was >3 times higher than that computed from shuffled data (Fig. 1J) . This indicates that, from the very first exposure to a linear environment, 1 day after eye opening, hippocampal neuronal ensembles can reliably encode discrete locations along an animal's trajectory based on a firing rate code.
In addition, during a run the adult hippocampal network relationally binds past, current, and future sequential locations into trajectories at an order of magnitude faster than behavior. These compressed sequences are termed theta sequences due to their occurrence within 5-to 8-Hz theta oscillations in the hippocampus (14, 18) . Interventional studies suggest a relative dissociation between firing rate-based encoding of discrete locations by neuronal ensembles and binding of sequential locations into theta sequences by an ensemble temporal code (19, 20) . The ensemble temporal code is more strongly correlated with behavioral performance (21, 22) and the role of the hippocampus in learning and memory (21) (22) (23) than the ensemble rate code. We investigated the developmental timeline of theta sequences during de novo exploration of linear tracks. Theta oscillation was present as early as P15, and its peak frequency increased as a function of age ( Fig. 2A and fig.  S3A ). For theta cycles in the de novo run session, we decoded the trajectory based on ensemble neuronal activity (at velocities >10 cm/s). Theta sequences that bound past, current, and future animal locations within a theta cycle only occurred consistently in the P23-P24 group, and their strength [i.e., quadrant ratio (see materials and methods)] became adult-like for the first time at this age (Fig. 2, B to E, and fig. S3 ). Prior within-day navigational experience on the same linear track was not sufficient to accelerate the age-dependent increase in strength , rank sum tests) and age-dependent improvement (P < 10
, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA) of neuronal ensemble-decoded locations during first-time navigation across development. Representation becomes adult-like at P23-P24. For post hoc comparisons with adult data, Dunn's test was used. ***P < 0.001; ns, not significant.
of theta sequences at P21-P22 (Fig. 2F) . At earlier ages (P15 to P20), the hippocampal network represented well the current location of the animal on the track (Fig. 2G and fig. S3B ), but the compressed binding of sequential locations within theta cycles could be variably decoded during a run starting only at P21-P22 and became adult-like at P23-P24 (Fig. 2, E and G) . These changes were not due to an age-related increase in theta power ( fig. S3, G and H) . The later development of compressed theta sequences depicting an animal's trajectory by an ensemble temporal code contrasts with the earlier development of ensemble rate-code-based representation of individual locations.
Animals tend to rest between running individual laps on tracks. During these brief awake rest epochs, neuronal ensembles within transient periods of heightened population synchrony (termed frames) replay remembered (24) and preplay future (4) trajectories through linear space in association with 140-to 250-Hz ripple oscillations. We explored the developmental timeline of awake replay as our P15-P24 rats rested between laps during de novo run sessions. We detected frames of activity during awake rest, defined as increases in multineuronal activity (minimum of five neurons) exceeding two standard deviations (SD) above the mean at animal velocities <1 cm/s. We decoded an animal's virtual location on the track from the ensemble activity during the frames based on the corresponding activity during a run, as reported for adult animals (15, 25) . At P15-P16, the decoded activity from~16% of the awake rest frames persistently depicted individual discrete locations along the track (Fig. 3, A and B) and were biased toward the current location of the animal, indicative of a behavioral bias ( fig. S4 ). We called these frames containing discrete location-depicting ensembles stationary frames. At P15-P16, we did not observe sequential replay of trajectories (Fig. 3C, left) , even when the animals had prior navigational experience on the same linear track [ Fig. 3 . Note that within-day experience (green bar; P = 0.75, paired t test, two directions per animal, three animals) does not reveal significant increases in theta sequence strength at P21-P22, while the increase in age, from P21-P22 to P23-P24, reveals increased strength during first-time navigation (red bar; P = 0.04, t test, two directions per animal, n = 4 and 3 animals). The effect of age is significantly higher than that of within-day experience (P = 0.03, t test). (G) Theta sequence slope/spatial extent (top) and compression ratio (bottom) increase with age (P < 10 −10 , ANOVAs). Data are means ± SEM. ***P < 10 −10 ; *P < 0.05; ns, not significant. two columns), and D]. Beginning on P17-P18, the activity during rest frames decoded segments of the run trajectory, which grew into extended track trajectories starting on P19-P20 (Fig. 3 , A to C). From P15-P16 to P23-P24, the proportion of trajectory-depicting frames, likely replaying the extended run experience, increased gradually (Fig. 3C, left) . At the same time, the strength of replay (i.e., strength of sequential trajectorylike representation by frames) and the extent of track being replayed also increased from P15-P16 to P23-P24 (Fig. 3C, middle and right) . This developmental timeline of awake rest replay is important for two reasons. First, the frequent stationary frames during early development indicate that the hippocampal network initially operates in a persistent activity-like mode (26) at the neuronal ensemble level during offline rest epochs to represent individual spatial locations rather than sequential trajectories. The network ability to generate sequential motifs representing trajectories of sequentially explored locations develops at P17-P18 and gradually matures through P23-P24. Second, the emergence of compressed replay sequences precedes theta sequences by several days. This indicates that the phenomena of sequence compression during run (i.e., theta sequences) and during rest (i.e., awake replay) are mechanistically dissociable. This dissociation raises the question of whether offline expression of sequential motifs during rest or sleep requires prior explicit sequential spatial experience. (D) Within-day (P = 0.92, paired t test) and previous-day (P = 0.67, t test) experience reveal no changes in the proportion of significant trajectory-depicting frames at P15-P16 and P16 (two directions per animal, n = 3 and 4 animals). Data are means ± SEM. ***P < 0.005; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; ns, not significant. , ANOVAs) and age-and experience-dependent increased replay vs. preplay at P23-P24 (P < 0.009, t test). Color backgrounds demarcate the three stages. (Bottom) Preplay, replay, and plasticity at the individual animal level across development. (C) Agedependent and navigational experience-independent decreases in stationary location-depicting frames in Pre-Run and Post-Run sleep (P < 10 We therefore recorded hippocampal neuronal ensemble activity while naïve animals slept in a confined enclosure distinct from the linear track, prior to and following the de novo run session. We detected frames of activity during slow-wave sleep with continuous animal immobility (velocity <2 cm/s) at minimal theta power (see materials and methods and fig. S5 ). This allowed us to investigate the developmental timeline for Pre-Run sleep preplay and Post-Run sleep replay (Fig. 4A and fig. S6 ). Similar to awake rest, we did not observe preplay and replay sequences at P15-P16 during Pre-Run and Post-Run sleep (Fig. 4, A and B) ; instead, the network activity frequently organized into stationary frames (Fig. 4 , A and C) depicting individual locations along the track (Fig. 4D) . Short preplay and replay motifs emerged at P17-P18, and from P19-P20 the ensemble activity depicted extended run trajectories within individual frames (Fig. 4,  A and B) . Time compression of sequential experience by the neuronal ensembles increased gradually as a function of age, starting from minimal compression at P15-P16 and approaching adult-like values at P23-P24 (Fig. 4E) . In parallel, the likelihood of observing stationary frames gradually decreased with age and reached chance levels consistently at P23-P24, while the spatial extent of de novo run trajectories represented by preplay and replay increased with age (Fig. 4 , C and F), with no relationship to the isolation quality of units ( fig. S7 ). We further determined that the sequential network properties were not due to inhomogeneities in firing rate characteristics across single neurons ( fig. S8 ) or large discontinuities (i.e., jumps) in the decoded trajectory ( fig. S9 ) and hence represented higher-order ensemble organization. Similarly, age-dependent changes in sequential properties were not due to differences in the amount of on-track experience ( fig. S10 ) or improved spatial representation during a run ( fig. S11) . Overall, the spatial experience-depicting frames co-occurred with 140-to 250-Hz ripple oscillations. The ripple oscillations exhibited an age-dependent increase in power, duration, incidence, and likelihood to occur in doublets (Fig. 4G and fig. S12 ). The expression of preplay of future de novo run sequences in the absence of any structured experience on linear environments and before emergence of compressed theta sequences during a run suggests that the development of preconfigured sequential motifs (27) is an age-dependent, potentially innate process that is likely independent of sequential experience.
Improved trajectory representation during sleep replay over preplay has been proposed as a critical mechanism for episodic-like memory formation (5, 28). We investigated whether and when during development the strength and incidence of trajectory replay exceeded those of trajectory preplay. Experience-dependent plasticity, marked by a higher incidence and a higher strength of replay compared to preplay, emerged at P23-P24, when it exhibited adult-like characteristics (Fig. 4, B and H) . We did not observe plasticity in location-depicting ensembles or trajectory sequences at younger ages, despite expression of preconfiguration in the form of preplay and replay phenomena as early as P17-P18 (Fig.  4H and figs. S13 to S16, two-parameter comparison). This suggests that network preconfiguration does not emerge as a result of unaccounted sequential experience in the home cage before P17-P18, as an explicit sequential experience on a linear track did not result in robust theta sequences and offline sequence plasticity until P23-P24. Previous-day navigational experience did not accelerate the developmental emergence of age-and recent experience-dependent plasticity in experienced P21-P22 animals (Fig. 4I) . These results indicate that hippocampal ensembles exhibit reduced stimulus-related plasticity during the critical period, including their experience in the home cage, in apparent contrast with the heightened plasticity observed in the developing sensory cortex (12) . This suggests that the agedependent emergence of time-compressed trajectory sequences (Fig. 4G ) depends on intrinsic, instructive signals likely provided by the upstream developing stellate cell network of the entorhinal cortex (16) .
We have identified distinct stages in the development of sequential patterns in neuronal ensembles in the rat, which we propose are important for the relational binding of events and episodic-like memory formation, according to the following ethologically relevant scenario. In the first stage, the hippocampal network represents discrete locations explored in space but lacks the ability to bind them into temporally compressed trajectories. This occurs at P15-P16, an age when rats are naturally confined to the nest. The second stage is characterized by the emergence and gradual increase in the complexity of preconfigured sequential motifs (27) expressed during offline sleep or rest epochs in an age-dependent, navigational experience-independent manner ( fig. S17 ). This stage begins around P17-P18 and continues to P21-P22, when rats start exploring increasingly beyond their nest (9) . We suggest that the existence of genuine preconfigured sequential motifs at this stage is consistent with Kant's proposal on the a priori requirement of mental constructs of space-time for the development of other cognitive faculties (29) . The third stage is marked by age-and navigational experiencedependent representation of entire trajectories or episodes and begins around P23-P24.
This third stage is first characterized by the relational binding and encoding of past, current, and future sequential locations into compressed trajectory-like sequences within theta oscillations during navigation, likely associated with experience-dependent, spike timedependent plasticity. The maturation of grid cells in the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) in the fourth postnatal week could enable the emergence of theta sequences in CA1, which depend on the integrity of MEC in adult rats (20) [sleep sequence replay can be expressed independently of direct MEC input to CA1 (30) ]. Long-term plasticity due to the extended sequential run experience is likely consolidated during the following sleep period via increased replay of the run trajectory compared to its preplay (5). We propose that the coordinated development of time-compressed sequences during encoding and consolidation of sequential information via stronger replay in sleep at P23-P24 in the rat represents a critical network mechanism that could enable the emergence of episodiclike memory function.
